


















Social ecology is based on looking rather than on analysis
It is based on perception This I submit distinguishes it

what is normally meant by a science.  It is not only 
that it can not be reductionist. By definition it deals
configurations. They may not be greater than the sums
their parts. But they are fundamentally different. 
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Most of us spend much of our time satisfying other people s 
needs. To a visitor from another planet it would seem that human 
beings, like bees, are engaged in selfless toil. It would take him 
some time to discover that this self-sacrificing behavior is 
induced by a magic drug called money. 

Whoever originated the cliché that money is the root of all evil 
knew hardly anything about the nature of evil and very little 
about human beings. The monstrous evils of the twentieth 
century have shown us that the greediest money grubbers are 
gentle doves compared with money-hating wolves like Lenin, 
Stalin and Hitler, who in less than three decades killed or 
maimed nearly a hundred million men, women and children, and 
brought untold suffering to a large portion of mankind. 



No human power can the boaster of his own praises

A man should be just cultured enough to be able to
upon culture with suspicion

In youth we into difficulties in old age difficulties 
into us

We are in of tolerance but it is a very difficult 
thing to tolerate the intolerant
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